Panhellenic Council
Delegate Meeting
November 18th 2014- San Pedro Room

Meeting began at 5:30pm

i. President – Megan May
   1. Transition Workshop this past Sunday
   2. End of the Year Banquet
      a. Tuesday December 9th 7PM Tucson Marriott University Park
      b. Cocktail attire
      c. Remind your President to fill out the contact info survey I sent out!
         i. Incoming and outgoing officer information for invitations
   3. PAB Guidelines
      a. Updated and presented at President’s Forum
      b. Will send out with the minutes!
      a. Was it helpful?
         i. Liked the quotes!
         ii. Would be helpful
   5. Panhellenic book of love from Alpha Delta Pi to Kappa Alpha theta

ii. VP Internal Affairs – Brittany Vogl
   1. Working on reading the scholarship submissions. Hopefully will have the winners selected soon.
   2. Fill out your sister sorority form for which you’d prefer to be paired with for next semester.
      a. Review from the past four years when choosing
   3. Remind your sisters there are only 3 weeks from tomorrow until the last day of classes! Start preparing for finals now!

iii. VP Membership – Allie Dutson
   1. Finalized the 2015 recruitment schedule with Jenny and Brandea
   2. Final recruitment wrap up meeting set for Tuesday 12/2 at 7pm
      a. Outgoing and incoming recruitment teams
         i. Remind them!
      b. Outgoing and incoming Panhellenic Councils

iv. VP Programming – Molly Mychaels
   1. Keep up with the no shave November Instagram challenge!
      a. Tag arizonapanhellenic
      b. Add the hashtags!
      c. Great job Sigma Kappa for posting!
   2. Support other chapters by attending their philanthropies!

v. VP Finance – Katie Nickerson
   1. Establishing 2015 budget
   2. Any dues/donation checks?
a. They are very late so turn them in!!
3. Still transitioning with Suzi :)
4. Please send me the number of women your chapter initiated (if you have done initiation!)

vi. VP Communications – Sydney Berger
1. Thank you for sending me blurbs of your philanthropy events!
2. Sara the incoming VP Communications is fully transitioned!

vii. VP Health Promotions – Carolyn Mullen
1. Drug Awareness Week will be December 1st through December 7th!
   a. I will email you with more information later, but there will be a banner competition involved so if you could let the officer responsible for making banners know so she can plan accordingly.
   b. Planned by Alpha Phi, great job!
2. My roundtable that was planned for tomorrow 11/19/14 is cancelled due to the room reservation falling through. I will be sending paper minutes to the risk managers later tonight
3. Encourage your women to sign up for Reflections! There are still plenty of openings available.
   a. Only a few times left!

viii. VP New Member Services – Maddy Kurz
1. Successful last New Member Educator Roundtable!
2. The RC Info Session this Wednesday November 19th has been CANCELLED!

ix. Chapter Announcements
Alpha Chi Omega: Friday is our first fall food philanthropy! Pizza Pie with Alpha Chi. You get pizza and a drink! From 11-3 am. Thinktank workshop with Tri Delta! Transitioning new exec. this week.
Alpha Delta Pi: Workshop with Kappa Kappa Gamma! Alumni came in and lead work shop on leadership! Had elections yesterday. Holiday party on Sunday after thanksgiving!
Alpha Epsilon Phi: Had slating on Sunday and voting last night! Sisterhood event making baskets and cards for Diamond Children Hospital!
Alpha Phi: Had elections yesterday! Having our sisterhood event with Gamma Phi Beta. Teacher appreciation dinner tomorrow!
Chi Omega: Tonight linked in workshop! Going to see The Hunger Games at 8 on Thursday! Sunday we have slating.
Delta Delta Delta: DHOP raised around 9,000!! Doing ‘Sincerely Yours’, Letter campaign everything goes to St. Jude. Last week we had slating and the slate passed! Having our formal after Thanksgiving. This week we have an academic workshop with Alpha Chi Omega on finals preparation. We are having a Deltas only at Trampoline park!
Delta Gamma: Had elections last night! Having our Anchor ball on Friday. The weekend after Thanksgiving, December 6th is Dominos with DG from 11-3am, unlimited pizza!
Delta Chi Lambda: Elections are Sunday. Saturday we made Sandwiches for the homeless!
Gamma Phi Beta: Spagammi was very successful! Sister sorority event with Alpha Phi coming up, we’re making cards for the troops! Have another sister sorority event with Sigma Kappa too!
Kappa Alpha Theta: Kicks for Casa was very successful! Sisterhood event this Thursday, we’re watching Hunger Games!
Kappa Kappa Gamma: We’re getting ready for Kappa Con Queso this Saturday. There are three types of nachos!! For presale tickets, find a Kappa. It is from 11-2 am. Last week we had a sister sorority event with Alpha Delta Pi, leadership workshop!
Phi Beta Chi:
Pi Beta Phi: Friday movie night sisterhood event watching Hunger Games! Yesterday we elected the new officers!
Sigma Kappa: We’re planning an event with Gamma Phi Beta in December that will be holiday themed and we’ll be playing games! Having our teacher dinner Thursday!

x. Old Business

xi. New Business
PAB Guidelines

xii. Advisor’s Report – Jenny Nirh
Will not be around after Friday!

xiii. Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 5:54pm
We, as Undergraduate Members of women’s fraternities, stand for good scholarship, for guarding of good health, for maintenance of fine standards, and for serving, to the best of our ability, our college community. Cooperation for furthering fraternity life, in harmony with its best possibilities, is the ideal that shall guide our fraternity activities.

We, as Fraternity Women, stand for service through the development of character, inspired by the close contact and deep friendship of individual fraternity and Panhellenic life. The opportunity for wide and wise human service, through mutual respect and helpfulness, is the tenet by which we strive to live.